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Abstract
Recent research suggests that dopamine facilitates the formation of long term
memory and may allow for the adaptive use of memory. During reinforcement learning,
dopamine is released in the ventral tegmental area of the brain (VTA), which facilitates
long term potentiation (LTP). The VTA is also reactivated during sleep, although the
function of this reactivation is currently unknown. Additionally, there is evidence that
sleep also facilitates the generalization of memory; however an interaction between the
dopaminergic system and sleep on the adaptive use of memory has not been directly
investigated. Thus, in this study we investigated the combined effects of the interaction
between sleep and reinforcement during learning on performance in a transitive inference
task, which requires the integration and generalization of disparate premise memories.
Our results showed that: 1) reinforcement during learning is required for successful
generalization in transitive inference; 2) when reinforcement occurs during learning,
sleep further enhances the ability to make transitive inferences, compared to an equal
period of wake. These data provide evidence of an interaction between sleep and the
dopamine reward system to facilitate generalization from existing memories.

Keywords: inference, sleep, memory, reinforcement learning, dopamine system
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The ability to flexibly interrelate existing knowledge to guide behavior in novel
environments is a fundamental aspect of human cognition. However, the mechanisms
underlying the formation, integration, and generalization of memory remained elusive.
Recent research suggests that a feedback loop between the hippocampus and the
ventral tegmental area (VTA) modulates long term memory formation. When an
organism encounters a novel stimulus or receives reinforcement, bursts of dopaminergic
neurons fire in the VTA, which releases the neuromodulator dopamine in the
hippocampus. This release of dopamine is posited to facilitate long term potentiation
(LTP) (Lisman and Grace, 2005; O’Carroll and Morris, 2004; O’Carroll, Martin, Sandin,
Frenguelli, and Morris, 2006). Specifically, dopamine is thought to primarily affect late
LTP rather than early LTP (Bethus et al., 2010, O’Carroll et al., 2006; Wittmann, Schott,
Guderian, Frey, Heinze, and Düzel, 2005). During the early phase of LTP, potentiated
synapses sequester plasticity-related proteins necessary for late LTP (Frey and Morris,
1997, 1998). Early LTP is thought to have a critical window of no more than 3 hours.
After this, protein synthesis occurs during late LTP, which facilitates memory formation.
Although it can be challenging to bridge cellular and systems level explanations, this
framework implies that the modulatory effects of dopamine on memory should only be
evident after a time delay, since dopamine is primarily thought to affect late LTP.
In addition to enhancing LTP and memory formation, dopamine and the
hippocampal-VTA loop may also facilitate the adaptive use of memory, or generalization
(Shohamy and Adcock, 2010). Indeed, recent evidence using imaging techniques
suggests that an interaction between the VTA and the hippocampus during reinforcement
learning is related to successful performance on a reinforcement driven associative
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inference task that requires generalization of previously learned associations to deduce
correct, novel associations composed of previously learned items (Shohamy and Wagner,
2008). Consistent with this, the administration of dopamine antagonists has been shown
to prevent the integration of new information into existing cognitive schemas or
associative frameworks (Bethus, Tse, and Morris, 2010).
Furthermore, there is evidence that sleep is also implicated in the generalization
and integration of existing memories (Cai, Mednick, Harrison, Kanady, and Mednick,
2009; Ellenbogen, Hu, Payne, Titone, and Walker, 2007; Fenn, Nusbaum, and
Margoliash, 2003; Gómez, Bootzin, & Nadel, 2006; Hupbach, Gómez, Bootzin, and
Nadel, 2009; Lau, Tucker, and Fishbein, 2010; Lau, Alger, and Fishbein, 2011; Lewis
and Durrant, 2011; Tamminen, Gaskell, Payne, Stickgold, and Wamsley, 2010).
Specifically, results from Ellenbogen et al., (2007) suggest that sleep facilitates transitive
inference, which requires generalization from overlapping premise relations to make
inferences when presented with novel relations. During this study, participants learned
overlapping premise relations of abstract visual items (schematically represented with
letters as ‘A>B’, ‘B>C’, ‘C>D’, ‘D>E’, and ‘E>F’) through reinforcement learning.
Participants learned these relations either at night (sleep group) or during the morning
(wake group). The participants returned either 12 hours or 20 minutes later for testing on
the ‘inference pairs’, which are pairs composed of items non-adjacent to each other, or
separated, in the relational hierarchy (‘B>E’, ‘B>D’, and ‘C>E’), and thus are untested
during learning.
The results from this study showed that although the 12-hour wake and sleep
groups attained equivalent performance on the one-degree of separation ‘B>D’ and
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‘C>E’ inference pairs, the sleep group exhibited enhanced performance on the twodegree ‘B>E’ inference pair compared to the wake group. Additionally, the results from
this study demonstrated that the ability to make transitive inferences is only evident after
a time delay, and not immediately after learning. Since participants received
reinforcement during learning, which activates the dopamine system, these behavioral
results appear to converge with the cellular and systems level evidence that activation of
the dopamine system may facilitate generalization.
An interesting observation from these results is that the enhanced ‘B>E’
inference pair performance for the sleep group follows the predictions made by an
associative learning model of transitive inference (Van Elzakker, O’Reilly, and Rudy,
2003; Frank, Rudy, and O’Reilly, 2003; Wynne, 1995; Wynne, 1997). This model
suggests that transitive inference performance is dependent upon reinforcement learning
(and hence the dopaminergic system), and that ‘anchoring effects’ from the absolute
reward values of the endpoint items in the hierarchy creates a gradient of relative reward
strength. This gradient is used to guide performance when presented with novel
inference pairs. This model predicts that accuracy for the ‘B>E’ inference pair will be
better than for the ‘B>D’ or ‘C>E’ inference pairs, because ‘B>E’ is composed of two
items adjacent to the anchors in the hierarchy which results in a greater difference in
positive/negative reward strengths. This greater disparity between the reward strengths
of the stimuli in a pair makes it easier for an organism to discern and select the stimulus
with the greater reward value, consequently leading to better performance on the ‘B>E’
pair compared to the ‘B>D’ or ‘C>E’ pairs.
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Although these findings provide evidence that both sleep and the dopaminergic
system may allow for generalization, such as during transitive inference tasks, the
combination of these factors has not been directly investigated. Collectively, the
aforementioned findings lead to the hypothesis that if dopamine is involved in memory
formation and generalization, and if sleep facilitates the integration and generalization of
memories, then the ‘B>E’ pair in a transitive inference task should only benefit from
sleep if reinforcement is present during learning because reinforcement is known to
engage the dopamine system. To investigate this hypothesis, we compared transitive
inference performance after an off-line delay containing sleep or wake using
reinforcement or not during learning. This allowed us to explore two questions: 1) Is
reinforcement during encoding required for successful generalization in a transitive
inference task? 2) Does sleep preferentially enhance items that have greater positive or
negative reinforcement values, thus, facilitating the organization and generalization of
disparate memories?
The results from this study are important to help dissociate the qualitative,
quantitative, and transformative changes in memories that occur following sleep.
Critically, the results will provide insight as to how sleep interacts with the dopamine
system to enhance the generalization and integration of memories, a topic that has not
been addressed in previous studies on sleep-dependent memory consolidation.

Materials and Methods
Participants
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Seventy-one participants were recruited from the University of Arizona’s
Introduction to Psychology subject pool and received course credit for their participation.
All participants agreed to abstain from alcohol and caffeine during the study and for 24
hours beforehand. Participants in the overnight conditions reported the amount and
quality of sleep obtained through sleep logs (M=6.7 hours, SE=.34). The local human
subjects committee approved the study, and all subjects gave written, informed consent.
Materials
The computerized memory task was presented in a quiet room using E-Prime
software. All of the visual items were composed of abstract patterns and were matched
for luminance and color. All stimuli were easily distinguishable from each other, and the
order of the stimuli in the relational hierarchy was randomized across subjects (see Figure
1 for an example of one hierarchical ordering).
Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: a reinforcement
sleep group (n=16), a reinforcement wake group (n=16), a no-reinforcement sleep group
(n=16), and a no-reinforcement wake group (n=16). Seven participants were discarded
for becoming explicitly aware of the hierarchical structure of the task (reinforcement
sleep group: n=1; reinforcement wake group: n=2; no-reinforcement sleep group: n=2;
no-reinforcement wake group: n=2). This is an important consideration because explicit
transitive inference may involve very different processes at test than implicit inference,
which appears to be driven by disparities in reinforcement strengths (e.g., see Frank,
Rudy, Levy, and O'Reilly, 2005; Frank, O’Reilly, and Curran, 2006). All groups
participated in an initial training session followed by a testing session 12 hours later. The
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wake groups were trained at 8:00 AM (±60 minutes) and tested 12 hours later that
evening, and the sleep groups were trained at 8:00 PM (±60 minutes) and tested 12 hours
later the next morning.
Training Procedures
During premise pair training, all participants learned the correct choices from
relational pairs of abstract visual shapes in a 6-item hierarchy (schematically represented
with letters as A>B>C>D>E>F, where ‘>’ means that the stimulus on the left should be
chosen over the stimulus on the right). The premise pairs were presented on a computer
screen, and participants used the “A” and “L” keys on the keyboard to make selections.
All participants initially received three blocks of training on the five premise pairs from
the hierarchy (A>B, B>C, C>D, D>E, E>F). Each block contained 10 trials, where one
trial was the presentation of one premise pair. Thus, each premise pair was presented
twice per block of training. All of the pairs were presented pseudo-randomly with the
condition that no pair was followed by a pair that consisted of an oval that was in the
previous pair (e.g. A>B would never be followed by B>C). This pseudo-randomization
was used to help ensure that participants did not become explicitly aware of the
hierarchical structure of the task. Additionally, each premise pair was presented once
forwards and once backwards per block of training (e.g. “A>B” as well as “B<A”) to
negate left-right location biases.
Participants in the reinforcement groups learned the premise pairs using
reinforcement learning where they were instructed to “try to learn the correct choice for
each pair of ovals first by trial and error, but so that with practice you might learn which
of the two ovals is correct”. When participants chose the correct oval, they were
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positively reinforced by the presentation of a cartoon smiling-face and the word
“correct!” presented below the pair, and if they chose the incorrect oval they were
negatively reinforced by the presentation of a cartoon frowning-face and the word
“wrong!”.
Participants in the no-reinforcement groups learned the premise pairs by
memorizing which ovals an arbitrary agent named “Jane” preferred from each of the 5
pairs. Each pair was presented for 3 seconds and one oval from each pair had the text
“Jane likes this one” under it with a solid black arrow pointing to the correct oval. There
was a 500 msec inter-stimulus interval between the presentations of each pair.
After the initial three blocks of training, all participants were tested on the
premise pairs without receiving feedback to assess learning progress. The pairs were
presented pseudo-randomly during the progress test, as in training. If participants did not
meet criterion during this progress test (see next paragraph), they received another block
of training before being tested again. Participants continued in this manner until they met
criterion.
After Ellenbogen et al. (2007), criterion for completion of training was set to 75%
accuracy or greater on all of the middle premise pairs (B>C, C>D, D>E). The middle
pairs were used to evaluate learning because these pairs are the building blocks necessary
for successful performance on inference pairs. Additionally, this fairly lenient criterion
of >75% accuracy was set to avoid ceiling effects that might occur from a stricter training
criterion.
After criterion was met, participants received a 5-minute break before proceeding
to an immediate test to assess initial premise pair performance. Participants received 5
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blocks containing 10 trials of premise pair presentations during this immediate test for a
total of 50 trials. The presentations of the premise pairs in the immediate test were
randomized with the same constraints as during training. Participants in the
reinforcement groups were asked to select the “correct” oval from each pair and
participants in the no-reinforcement groups were asked to select the oval that “Jane likes
the most” from each pair. None of the participants received feedback during immediate
test.

Delayed Testing Procedures
After training and the immediate test concluded, all participants returned 12 hours later
for the delayed test session. During the delayed test, participants received 5 blocks
containing 18 trials, where one trial was the presentation of one pair. Participants were
presented with the five premise pairs, the three inference pairs (B>D, B>E, and C>E) and
the anchor pair (A>F) during this session. All of these pairs were presented pseudorandomly, as in training. During test, the participants in the reinforcement learning
groups were asked to select the “correct” oval from each pair based on what they learned
previously. Participants in the no-reinforcement learning groups were asked to select the
oval that “Jane” liked better from each pair, based on the previous training session.
Participants were instructed to make their best guess of which oval to choose if they
could not remember the correct choice or if they saw ovals that were paired in novel
combinations. After these 5 initial blocks of testing, participants received one additional
block during which they were asked for their confidence in their responses on a scale
from 1-5, with 1 being “not confident” and 5 being “very confident”. After this final
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testing block concluded, participants were verbally interviewed, in addition to analyzing
confidence ratings (see results), to ensure that they were not explicitly aware of the
hierarchical structure of the task (“Did you have any specific learning strategies to
deduce the correct items from each pair?”; “Were you aware that the items from each pair
formed a hierarchy?”).

Results
Training and Immediate Test Performance
The number of training trials to criterion and Immediate Test performance
(averaged over the 5 premise pairs) were each analyzed according to a 2 (Delay type:
Sleep vs. No sleep) x 2 (Reinforcement: Present vs. Absent) between-subjects analysis of
variance, There were no differences in the number of training blocks needed to meet
criterion or performance on the premise pairs at immediate test (see Table 1), Fs<2.79
ps>.100.

Delayed Test Premise Pair Performance
Twelve hours after training, participants were tested on their retention of the
premise pairs and their ability to generalize from their existing knowledge of the premise
relations to accurately express transitive inferences (see Table 1). The results were
analyzed according to a 2 x 2 between-subjects ANOVA with Delay type (Sleep vs. No
sleep) and Reinforcement (Present vs. Absent) as independent variables and average
performance on the premise pairs as the dependent variable. Participants showed
equivalent delayed premise pair performance, Fs < 1. Thus, participants retained an
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equivalent level of knowledge of the premise pairs, which are the building blocks
necessary for transitive inferences.
We next asked whether performance on the premise pairs benefitted from the
delay. A 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA with Time of test (Immediate vs. Delayed), Delay type
(Sleep vs. No sleep), and Reinforcement (Present vs. Absent) as between-subject
variables and percent correct as the dependent variable resulted in no significant main
effects or interactions (Fs < 2.9, ps>.09).

Delayed Test Inference Pair Performance
Performance on the inference pairs is shown in Table 1. Performance was
analyzed according to a 2 x 2 ANOVA with Delay type (Sleep vs. Wake) and
Reinforcement (Present vs. Absent) as between-subjects variables and percent correct on
the inference pairs as the dependent variable. This resulted in a main effect of
reinforcement on performance (F=15.54, p=.0001).
Inference pair performance was further analyzed in separate 2 x 2 ANOVAs for
each of the reinforcement conditions with Delay type and Degree of separation as factors.
Although there were no differences in performance as a function of sleep vs. wake or
degree of separation in the no-reinforcement groups (Fs<1.26, ps>.271; see Figure 2),
there was a significant delay type x degree of separation interaction in the groups
receiving reinforcement during learning (F(1, 30)=4.313, p=.046). In particular,
motivated by the sleep-dependent effect reported in Ellenbogen et al. (2007), we
conducted two unpaired, two-tailed t tests. These resulted in no difference as a function
of sleep in one-degree inference pair performance (Sleep group, M=68%, SE=5.84; Wake
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group, M=62%, SE=5.42; t(30) = .706, p=.486), but a significant difference in twodegree inference pair performance between these groups (Sleep group, M=85%, SE=5.14;
Wake group, M=61%, SE=9.52; t(30) = 2.195, p = .036; see Figure 3) A final pair of
comparisons tested whether performance in the no-reinforcement groups exceeded
chance using two one-sample two-tailed t tests comparing averaged inference pair
performance to chance (50%). These resulted in no significant differences in
performance from chance for the Sleep or the Wake groups (Sleep group, M=51%,
SE=4.35, t(15)=.335, p=.742; Wake group, M=50%, SE=5.04, t(15)=.021, p=.984).

Confidence Ratings
To ensure that participants in the reinforcement groups were not explicitly aware
of their ability to make transitive inferences, we analyzed subjective confidence ratings
using a two-way mixed ANOVA comparing Sleep vs. Wake and Premise Pair
Confidence vs. Inference Pair Confidence. This resulted in a significant effect of Premise
Pair Confidence vs. Inference Pair Confidence (F(1, 31)=15.178, p=.001). Inference Pair
Confidence vs. Premise Pair Confidence in the reinforcement groups was further
analyzed using a paired, two-tailed t-test, which resulted in a significant difference in
premise pair confidence compared to inference pair confidence (Premise pair confidence,
M=3.79, SE=0.10, Inference pair confidence, M=3.28, SE=0.17, t(31)=3.96, p<.001).
Since participants were significantly less confident on the inference pairs, this suggests
that the ability to make transitive inferences operated below the level of explicit
awareness.
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Additionally, motivated by the performance improvement in the B>E pair in the
reinforcement sleep compared to wake group, we made a final comparison analyzing
participants’ confidence ratings on the two-degree ‘B>E’ inference pair using an
unpaired, two-tailed t-test. This resulted in no significant difference in confidence ratings
on the two-degree inference pair as a function of sleep (Sleep group, M=3.03, SE=0.28,
Wake group, M=3.53, SE=0.23, t(30)=1.40, p=.171). Thus, despite the sleep group
performing significantly better on the ‘B>E’ pair, this was not commensurate with an
increase in confidence, suggesting that participants were unaware of this improvement
following sleep.

Discussion
The ability to interrelate existing knowledge to guide behavior in novel situations
is an important aspect of human memory and cognition. Recent evidence suggests that
activation of the VTA-hippocampal feedback loop during reinforcement learning
facilitates generalization, or the adaptive use, of memory (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010).
Additionally, recent research suggests that sleep may facilitate the generalization and
integration of existing memories (Cai et al., 2009; Ellenbogen et al., 2007; Fenn et al.,
2003; Gómez et al., 2006; Hupbach et al., 2009; Lau et al., 2010; Lau et al., 2011; Lewis
and Durrant, 2011; Tammimen et al., 2010). However, the interaction between sleep and
the dopaminergic system on the integration and generalization of memory is unknown.
Therefore, in this study we investigated two hypotheses: 1) Reinforcement during
encoding is required for successful inference of untested pairs in a transitive inference
task; 2) Sleep preferentially enhances performance on untested pairs with greater
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disparities in reinforcement strengths in a transitive inference task. These hypotheses are
important for testing the mechanisms involved in the formation of novel inferences, and
the interaction of the dopamine system and sleep and when it might aid in this process.
All four groups required an equal number of trials to reach criterion for training
during the initial learning session, regardless of whether they received reinforcement
during learning or slept during the interval between immediate and delayed test.
Furthermore, all four groups learned the premise pairs equally well, and they were
equally able to retain and express this knowledge immediately after the learning session.
Between groups, participants demonstrated similar performance on the delayed premise
pair test, and there were no differences in performance on the delayed premise pair test
compared to the immediate premise pair test. Thus, these data indicate that there were no
differences between the participants’ abilities to retain this knowledge over a 12-hour offline delay, regardless of group assignment.

Reinforcement is required for successful transitive inference
Although there were no differences in premise pair learning or retention between
the groups, the reinforcement learning groups performed significantly better on the
inference pairs than the no-reinforcement groups, who did not exceed chance
performance on these pairs. In fact, the reinforcement groups were the only groups that
performed significantly better than chance on the inference pairs, suggesting that
reinforcement may be necessary during learning to later generalize from existing
memories.
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An alternative explanation to account for the performance differences between the
reinforcement and the no-reinforcement groups is that the learning paradigms may not
have been comparable to each other. However, premise pair performance at learning and
during test was equivalent between the groups. Therefore, this rules out the possibility
that differences in the ability to learn or retain the premise pairs accounts for differences
in transitive inference performance.
Therefore, we consider these data evidence that reinforcement during learning is
necessary for the ability to flexibly generalize across existing memories, which converges
with previous findings that the dopaminergic system facilitates the adaptive use of
memory (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010). Thus, our first hypothesis that receiving
reinforcement during training is a requisite to make transitive inferences was supported.
These results are also consistent with previous studies showing that individuals
afflicted with disorders that disrupt the dopaminergic system, such as Parkinson’s disease
or schizophrenia, have difficulty in reinforcement learning tasks that require generalizing
memories. One study investigating the impairment of transitive inference and relational
memory using reinforcement learning in schizophrenia found that individuals with
schizophrenia failed to make transitive inferences, despite equivalent performance on the
premise pairs compared to controls (Titone, Ditman, Holzman, Eichenbaum, and Levy,
2004). Furthermore, previous studies have demonstrated that individuals with
Parkinson’s disease also have difficulty in reinforcement-based learning tasks that require
generalization of memory (Foerde and Shohamy, 2011).
Additionally, there is evidence that the use of reinforcement learning strategies
may result in superior implicit transitive inference performance compared to the use of
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hippocampally mediated explicit learning strategies in humans (Frank et al., 2006). In
this study, Frank et al. (2006) investigated transitive inference performance following the
administration of the benzodiazepene midazolam, which inactivates the hippocampus,
thus allowing the competing basal ganglia-dopamine system to guide learning. The
results from this study demonstrated that participants who received midazolam displayed
enhanced implicit transitive inference performance compared to controls, despite
impairments in explicit memory. These data suggest that disengagement of the
hippocampus and activation of the dopaminergic system may be a superior method of
learning for transitive inference. Our results converge with the aforementioned findings,
suggesting that activation of a functioning dopamine system during learning is important
to generalize and make inferences from existing memories.

Sleep preferentially enhances untested pairs with greater disparities in
reinforcement strengths in a transitive inference task
The sleep versus wake reinforcement groups showed significant differences in
inference pair performance. While performance was equivalent for the one-degree ‘B>D’
and ‘C>E’ inference pairs, performance on the furthest two-degree ‘B>E’ inference pair
was significantly better for the sleep group compared to the wake group in the
reinforcement conditions. This finding is important for pointing to the possible
mechanisms underlying this improvement, which to date are unknown (but see below).
One caveat in our design as pertains to the type of delay manipulation is that
performance differences in the reinforcement wake versus sleep group could be due to
time-of-day effects between learning and testing. However, if time-of-day effects
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accounted for these differences, then performance on the premise pairs should have
differed between the sleep and wake reinforcement groups, and the sleep and wake noreinforcement groups as well. Since performance on the premise pairs was equivalent for
all groups, this makes time-of-day effects an unlikely explanation for the enhanced
performance of the ‘B>E’ inference pair following sleep.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the observed improvement on the ‘B>E’ inference
pair following sleep was due to sleep dependent effects. This provides evidence that
sleep preferentially facilitates performance for the furthest distance ‘B>E’ inference pair
when reinforcement occurs during learning, thereby supporting our second hypothesis.

The potential role of dopamine in sleep-dependent generalization
There is some evidence that the effects of dopamine during encoding of strong
stimuli has a ‘penumbra’ effect on weaker stimuli that are temporally near the stronger
stimulus, which enhances the encoding of the weaker stimulus, thus strengthening
memory formation of both the strong and the weaker stimuli (Fenker, Schuetze, Heipertz,
Heinze, Frey, and Duzel, 2008; Lisman, Grace, and Duzel, 2011). The implication of this
penumbra effect for transitive inference suggests that the strong, absolute reward values
of the anchor stimuli in a transitive inference hierarchy may enhance the encoding of the
immediate neighbors of these stimuli, thus, aligning with the predictions of the
associative learning model of transitive inference (Frank et al., 2003; Van et al., 2003).
Although the penumbra effect of dopamine modulated LTP may provide explanation for
the superior performance on the ‘B>E’ inference pair in general, this still does not
explain how sleep may enhance this effect. Recent evidence shows that burst firing of
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dopaminergic neurons in the VTA occurs during REM sleep, similar to the firing patterns
seen during reinforcement learning (Dahan, Astier, Vautrelle, Urbain, Kocsis, and
Chouvet, 2007). A relationship between the reactivation of the VTA during sleep and a
selective strengthening of stimuli with the greatest reinforcement values has not been
established; however, evidence using neuroimaging techniques has shown that particular
brain regions activated during learning are reactivated during sleep, and the amount of
reactivation is correlated with performance during later testing (Peigneux, Laureys,
Fuchs, Destrebecqz, Collette, Delbeuck, et al., 2003; Peigneux, Laureys, Fuchs, Collette,
Perrin, Reggers, et al., 2004). Thus, the relationship between the reactivation of the VTA
during sleep and the selective strengthening of reinforced stimuli is a testable hypothesis
to investigate in future research.
A caveat to this hypothesis are results showing immediate generalization (Greene,
Spellman, Levy, Dusek, and Eichenbaum, 2001; Greene, Gross, Elsinger, and Rao, 2006;
Moses, Villate, and Ryan, 2006; Smith and Squire, 2005; Titone et al., 2004); however,
such generalization occurs only under very specific conditions such as when premise
pairs are taught in an ascending, descending, or blocked order and/or premise-pair
learning is at ceiling, potentially implicating explicit knowledge of the hierarchy and
inferential processes that are very different than those tested here. The few transitive
inference studies that did use training procedures similar to the procedures used in our
study showed that healthy adult participants were unable to express accurate implicit
generalization of transitive inferences immediately after learning (Ellenbogen et al.,
2007; Frank et al., 2006).
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Future studies
To build upon our results, future research should investigate the use of
pharmaceuticals that increase dopamine availability, such as the dopamine agonist
levodopa (L-DOPA). If the administration of L-DOPA is shown to enhance performance
on tasks requiring generalization of existing memories, this will provide further support
to our hypothesis that dopamine signaling during reinforcement learning facilitates later
transitive inference performance.
Furthermore, additional support for the role of dopamine in the generalization of
memory can be established using the genetic diversity of the human population.
Variances in dopaminergic genes in humans have been shown to influence individual
responsiveness to reinforcement and rewards (Dreher, Kohn, Berman, Kolachana, and
Weinberger, 2009). Testing transitive inference in individuals predisposed with genes
that enhance dopamine signaling could help discern the effects of dopamine on
generalization without the use of dopaminergic pharmaceuticals. If individuals with
these genes show enhanced transitive inference performance, this will provide further
support for our hypothesis that dopamine and the VTA-hippocampal feedback loop
facilitates the generalization of memory.
Furthermore, future research should investigate brain activity during encoding and
testing of transitive inference before and after a night of sleep using neuroimaging.
Using neuroimaging techniques will allow us to discern the differences in the neural
pathways recruited to solve transitive inferences with and without sleep, providing further
evidence of transformative changes in memory that occur after sleep. Neuroimaging will
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also increase our understanding of how the interaction between the hippocampus and the
VTA may enable successful transitive inference performance.
Finally, our results provide interesting developmental implications for exploration
in future research. The VTA-hippocampal loop is thought to mediate LTP in the
hippocampus, thereby facilitating memory formation and generalization. Additionally,
previous research in 15 month-olds demonstrated that sleep facilitates the abstraction of
existing memories in infants (Gómez et al., 2006; Hupbach et al., 2009). Our results
suggest that activation of the hippocampal-VTA feedback loop may facilitate sleepdependent generalization of memory. Yet, in 15 month-old infants, the hippocampus is
not fully developed (Nadel & Hupbach, 2008). This leads to the question of how sleepdependent consolidation and generalization occurs before the hippocampus is fully
mature, and, thus, whether infants may recruit different neural pathways to accomplish
this feat.
The behavioral results from this study provide some of the first evidence that an
interaction between sleep and the dopaminergic system may facilitate the generalization
and flexible use of memory in a transitive inference task. Although previous studies have
shown that sleep alone (Ellenbogen et al., 2007) or the dopaminergic system alone (Frank
et al., 2006) may play a role in the formation of implicit transitive inferences, the
combination of these factors had not been directly investigated before this study. To
provide further support for our hypothesis, future research is needed to investigate the
cellular and systems level processes underlying the interaction between sleep and the
dopaminergic system that allows for generalization. The results from this study provide
crucial hypotheses to explore in future research and provide further insight as to how an
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interaction between sleep and the dopaminergic system may facilitate the adaptive and
flexible use of memory.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Hierarchical ordering of the visual stimuli. An example of the visual stimuli
arranged in a hierarchical ordering (A) and the resultant inference pairs from this
ordering (B). The actual ordering of the stimuli hierarchy was counter-balanced across
and between subjects.

Figure 2. One-degree vs. two-degree inference pair performance in the reinforcement
sleep and wake groups. There were no significant differences in one-degree inference
pair performance (average of the ‘B>D’ and ‘C>E’ inference pairs). However, the sleep
group performed significantly better than the wake group on the two-degree inference
pair (the ‘B>E’ inference pair). The asterisk represents significant performance
differences (p < .05). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 3. One-degree vs. two-degree inference pair performance in the no-reinforcement
sleep and wake groups. There were no significant differences in performance on onedegree or two-degree inference pair performance between the sleep and wake groups, and
inference pair performance was not significantly different from chance for either of the
groups. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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Figure 1
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Table 1
Mean percent accuracy on the premise, inference, and anchor pairs at immediate
and delayed test.
	
  

Values in parentheses represent standard error of the mean.
	
  

	
  

